Designing Strong Optical Absorbers via Continuous Tuning of Interparticle Interaction in Colloidal Gold Nanocrystal Assemblies.
We program the optical properties of colloidal Au nanocrystal (NC) assemblies via an unconventional ligand hybridization (LH) strategy to precisely engineer interparticle interactions and design materials with optical properties difficult or impossible to achieve in bulk form. Long-chain hydrocarbon ligands used in NC synthesis are partially exchanged, from 0% to 100%, with compact thiocyanate ligands by controlling the reaction time for exchange. The resulting NC assemblies show transmittance, reflectance, optical permittivity, and direct-current (DC) resistivity that continuously traverse a dielectric-metal transition, providing analog tuning of their physical properties, unlike the digital control realized by complete exchange with ligands of varying length. Exploiting this LH strategy, we create Au NC assemblies that are strong, ultrathin film optical absorbers, as seen by a 6× increase in the extinction of infrared light compared to that in bulk Au thin films and by a temperature rise of 20 °C upon illumination with 808 nm light. Our LH strategy may be applied to the design of materials constructed from NCs of different size, shape, and composition for specific applications.